
  

Abusing the Type System
for Fun and for Profit



Buh!
By Conrad Ludgate

Featuring very scary software mistakes, and even 
scarier type signatures…



1.
Why do we use rust?

Is it because of the cute crab?



“Modern APIs, high-level features, and 
C-speed”



“safety by default, generally not a pain to 
write”



“It makes my friends think I’m smart”



“The crab is kinda cute tho…”



WRONG
You use Rust because of the type 

system.



But what is a type system?

The Oxford English Dictionary defines it as…

Thank you for visiting Oxford English 
Dictionary

To continue reading, please sign in below or purchase a 
subscription



But what is a type system?

The type system 
categorises data.

The type system should 
not make use sad.

They often do.



Your sadness looking at this pie chart

Your enjoyment 
using Rust’s 
type system

Your sadness 
using JS’s

100%

100%

100%



89,526,124
Types were diagnosed with [object Object] 

last year.



  

Payment handling
Are you sure your payments 
are only executed once, and 
that you don’t double-charge 
your customers?

Affine types



Payment lifecycle

Send request

Your customer 
requests to purchase a 
product

Process request

You handle the 
request, and send the 
notification to the 
bank

Funds acquired

You take your 
customers money. 
Happy days

Because stuff always breaks, you stick 
some retries here… oops… you just 
charged your customer twice…



Naive solution: state machine



  

The solution is simple

Affine types Can only be used At most once



Let’s review some mysterious concepts



Use ownership
Make each state a 
custom type, and use 
the type system to make 
sure it only progresses 
forward

Place your scary screenshot here



Case study: rustls

Special thanks to all the people who made and released 
these awesome resources for free:

💀 Presentation template by SlidesCarnival
💀 Photographs by Unsplash

http://www.slidescarnival.com/
http://unsplash.com/


Case study: rustls



Algorithmic Lucidity
Are you safe from the 
alg:none vulnerability?

New Types
and

Marker Types



White

Is the color of ghosts and 
vampire skin, the color 
produced by the combination 
of all the colors of the visible 
spectrum.

Not even Microsoft is safe

Black

Is the color of bats, witch 
clothes, and of enchanted cats. 
It is the darkest color, the 
result of the absence of or 
complete absorption of light.
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Introducing PASETO



Introducing pasta-tokens



Introducing pasta-tokens



Turing completeness
The type system is Turing 
complete… I’m sorry… Turing completeness



Typenum.
Trick or treat?



What is typenum?



How is typenum?



How does typenum?



Why does typenum?



Introducing a 2-3 tree.
Written in the typesystem



What is a 2-3 tree?
It’s a self-balancing tree 
that has guaranteed 
log(n) insertion and 
retrieval lookup times

Place your scary screenshot here



Step 1: A node

Each non-terminal node 
must have at least 1 pivot, 
and at least 2 children.



Step 2: A child-node

A terminal node’s 
children are leaf objects 
(using unit type here)

A non-terminal node’s 
children are more nodes



Step 3: A root-node

A terminal root-node can 
have 0 pivots/children
A non-terminal 
root-node is a regular 
node



It’s as simple as that…



Demo



Happy Halloween!
Any questions?

You can find me at @conradludgate in most places


